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Abstract. Supervised machine learning approaches assume the exis-
tence of a large collection of manually labelled examples of the problem
under consideration. However, in many cases such a collection does not
exist and creating one is time consuming and expensive. This can be a
barrier to the use of supervised learning in certain situations, particu-
larly when the doubt as to whether the system will work or not makes
the cost of creating a dataset unjustifiable. Active learning is a machine
learning technique that has been used widely to create classification sys-
tems in the absence of large numbers of labelled examples, but that can
also be used to create such collections. This paper will describe a system
that uses active learning to label large collections of unlabelled data. We
will show that the system can create an accurately labelled dataset ap-
proximately 10 times the size of the set of examples manually labelled
by an expert. The experiments described are based on recipe data from
the 1st Computer Cooking Contest to be held at ECCBR’08 and focus
on identifying those recipes in the set that are desserts.
1 Introduction
The success or failure of machine learning based classification systems hangs
on the datasets used to train them [1]. Without a good dataset it is impossible
to build a quality classifier. A good dataset requires the existence of a large
number of historical examples of the problem to be solved, which have been
labelled with their solutions. However, manually generating such a collection of
labelled examples is typically time-consuming and expensive (it usually involves
expensive experts such as doctors or engineers) [2]. This can be a real barrier to
the creation of classification systems for problems, as often the time or money
is not available to generate a dataset.
For example, for the recent Irish referendum on the Treaty of Lisbon3 it
would have been interesting to build classification systems that could determine
whether online newspaper articles about the treaty were for or against it, or
3 www.europa.eu/lisbon treaty/index en.htm
whether they were partisan or non-partisan. However, training and evaluating
such a classification system would have required a large collection (in the range
of hundreds of documents) of labelled articles. While this collection could have
been created, it would have taken someone a long time to label each article,
particularly if we intended to try building a number of different systems specu-
latively in order to see what would be possible.
Fortunately, this is not an insurmountable problem. Creating labelled datasets
can be approached using active learning [3], a machine learning technique that
is used to build classifiers from collections of unlabelled data with the assistance
of an oracle - typically a human expert. In this paper we use active learning to
label unlabelled datasets (a less common use than for building classifiers) which
can then be used to build classifiers (or for any other purpose). Our two, often
competing, goals are to minimise the number of labels that are needed from the
human expert while maintaining the quality of the labels applied by the system.
The paper will continue with a discussion of active learning in section 2. Sec-
tion 3 will then present our active-learning-based labelling system, ALL, which
uses case-based reasoning (CBR) at its heart. Section 4 will describe an experi-
ment that has been performed to evaluate our system, discussing how the system
has been used in an entry to the 1st Computer Cooking Contest to be held at
ECCBR’084 [4]. Finally, section 5 will conclude on what we have learned so far
and discuss the directions in which we intend to take this work in the future.
2 Active Learning
The traditional approach to supervised learning is to train a classification
model with a collection of previous examples of the problem in question, for
which the correct classifications are known. This collection is known as a labelled
training set and the approach has been referred to as passive learning [3] as the
learner passively accepts the training examples to build a classification model.
However, as was mentioned previously, for many problems generating a labelled
training set is a time-consuming and expensive process. Active learning seeks
to overcome this problem by iteratively training a classifier from an unlabelled
training set using an oracle (typically a human expert) to only label those exam-
ples that are deemed most informative during the training process. The aim of
this approach is to build quality classifiers using as few labelled training exam-
ples as possible. Active learning has been used in many applications including
text classification [5, 6], outlier detection [7] and drug discovery [8].
The most common form of active learning is the pool-based approach [9, 10].
Pool-based active learning assumes that the learner has access to a large pool
of unlabelled examples. The alternative, stream-based active learning [11, 12],
assumes a constant stream of individual examples which must be dealt with.
However, stream-based active learning will not be considered in this paper. For
both approaches it is also assumed that for any examples the correct class label
can be requested from an oracle.
4 www.computercookingcontest.net
In pool-based active learning the learning process begins by performing an
initial attempt at building a classifier from a small set of examples that are
labelled by the oracle. Using this initial classifier each member of the pool has
associated with it a measure of how informative a label for that example would be
to the training process. Those unlabelled examples for which labels are deemed
most informative are then labelled by the oracle and removed from the pool.
Following this, a new classifier is built using all of the examples labelled so far,
and the process repeats as long as the oracle will continue to provide labels, or
some other stopping criteria is reached - for example the classifier created has
achieved a particular goal.
The predominant research issue in pool-based active learning is how the
most informative examples should be selected from the pool for labelling. Selec-
tion strategies include uncertainty sampling [12], version space reduction [3] and
query-by-committee (QBC) [11].
Uncertainty sampling was first proposed by Lewis and Gale [12] and has been
widely used in active learning applications. Uncertainty sampling uses classifiers
that can associate a certainty score with each of their classifications (ranking
classifiers such as Naive Bayes, k-Nearest Neighbour and Support Vector Ma-
chines can do this). The certainty score, P (C|e), indicates the certainty of the
system that example e belongs to class C. Uncertainty scores typically fall into
the range (0, 1) where 0 indicates that the system is certain that the example
does not belong to the class in question, and 1 indicates that it is completely
certain that it does. At each iteration of the active learning process the cer-
tainty scores of each example are computed and those that are most uncertain
(i.e. those with scores closest to 0.5) are selected for labelling. The philosophy
behind this approach is that a better classifier can be built by reducing the un-
certainty in the dataset. The advantages of the uncertainty sampling approach
include its simplicity and fast execution speed.
Version space reduction based approaches select the examples which can most
quickly reduce the size of the version space associated with the labelled examples.
The idea is that the most informative examples are those which can eliminate
whole portions of the version space. One of the most popular approaches within
this group is support vector machine based active learning [3].
The query-by-committee (QBC) method creates a “committee” of classifier
variants and classifies unlabelled examples with each committee member. Those
examples with the biggest classification disagreement among the committee are
then selected for labelling.
Other interesting extensions to active learning include Expectation-Maximization
(EM) [13], Co-Testing [14], Co-Training [15], multi-label active learning [16], and
batch mode active learning [17]. Visualisation is also particularly interesting in
active learning [18].
While active learning is predominantly used for building classifiers, the ap-
proach can also be used for labelling unlabelled data sets. While this is a subtle
difference (as labelling is involved as part of building a classifier) the end result (a
labelled dataset) is much more flexible. For example, the labelled dataset can be
used to evaluate as well as train classifiers, or as an input to other systems outside
of classification. There have been some interesting efforts in this direction in the
past including labelling video streams [19] and labelling images [16]. However,
this use of active learning has not received as much attention as the direct cre-
ation of classifiers. Section 3 will describe our approach to active-learning-based
labelling which is intended to allow for the easy creation of labelled datasets,
particularly from textual documents.
3 The ALL System
Our active-learning-based labelling (ALL) algorithm uses the ideas from pool-
based active learning and uncertainty sampling. The dual goals of the algorithm
are the creation of high-quality labelled datasets and the minimisation of the
manual labelling effort. A flow diagram of the algorithm is shown in figure 1.
The algorithm starts with a large pool of unlabelled examples, each of which
is to be labelled as belonging to one of two classes. A small number of exam-
ples of each class are initially selected from the pool (presently at random) and
are manually labelled by the expert. These labelled examples form a case-base
from which a ranking k -nearest neighbour (k-NN) classifier which uses distance-
weighted voting [20] is built. This is the classifier components of our active
learner.
Our choice of the k-NN classifier is informed by the fact that we feel it is
uniquely suited to active learning. The reasons for this are that the introduction
of new examples to the classifier simply involves adding them to the case-base,
and that so much computation required for classification (e.g. the similarities
between all cases) can be pre-computed. It is interesting to note that except for
a small number of examples [21], k-NN (and more widely case-based reasoning
(CBR) in general) has not been used widely in active learning research. This is
something that we intend to pursue in the future.
The algorithm then proceeds by using the classifier created to classify each
example remaining in the pool of unlabelled examples. As well as a class la-
bel each example, e, has associated with it a certainty score (as discussed in
section 2), certaintyScore(e). This is calculated as shown in Equation 1, where
posScore(e) is the sum of the similarities between the query example e and any
nearest neighbours belonging to the positive class, and negScore(e) is the sum of
the similarities between e and any nearest neighbours belonging to the negative





During the auto labelling process, the example that if the certaintyScore is
less than 0.5, then the label of it is 0; if greater than 0.5, the label is 1. The
example in the pool with a certaintyScore nearest to 0.5 is selected as the next
example for labelling by the human expert and removed from the pool. The idea
behind this is that this is the example that the system is currently most unsure
Fig. 1. The ALL algorithm.
about, and so labelling it will result in the most benefit to the system. After the
example is labelled it is added into the k-NN case-base and the pool is re-labelled
and re-ranked.
This re-building, re-classifying and re-ranking of the pool can make uncertainty-
based active learning very computationally expensive. However, we feel that by
using CBR, which allows so much of the computation to be pre-cached and cal-
culated iteratively, much of this computational burden is overcome. In the k-NN
classification model, the label of each query is defined by the labels of its k near-
est neighbours. After adding a new case into the case-base, we simply need to
compute the similarity between the newly added case and every example in the
pool, as nothing else will have changed. Similarly, removing an example from
the pool does not affect labelling in any way. So we can save the similarities
between the pool and the labelled case-base as a similarity matrix and pre-cache
this matrix. After each manual labelling, the case-base and the pool are changed
but the similarity matrix is changed a little. By using the pre-cached matrix,
we just need to update the matrix with very small part which can be achieved
by two operations including removing one column from the pool and calculating
the similarity between the pool and the newly added example of case-base.
The process of selecting examples from the pool, labelling these examples,
and re-ranking the pool continues until some stopping criterion is met. This
stopping criterion establishes the balance between the number of labels provided
by the user and the accuracy of the labels applied by the system. At present we
use a simple stopping criterion that allows the human labeller to only provide
a specified number of labels, a label budget. The number of labels to be allowed
has been established through experimentation and currently is set to 10% of the
number of examples in the pool. Section 4 will describe how this number was
arrived upon and the results of the experiments which have been performed to
evaluate our system.
4 Experimental Evaluation
The experiments undertaken to evaluate the performance of ALL were based
on the dataset provided for the 1st Computer Cooking Contest which is to be
held as part of ECCBR’08. The problem posed by the organisers of the contest is
to build an automated system that can suggest a recipe to a user based on a set
of requirements that they provide. The requirements which a user can provide
include a set of ingredients, a cuisine type (e.g. Chinese or Mediterranean), and
a particular course (e.g. starter or dessert). While a training set of XML recipes
was provided as part of the challenge, it did not include labels to indicate cuisine
type or course.
So, ALL was used to apply these labels so that they could be used in a
retrieval system built as an entry to the contest [4]. The evaluation of ALL is
based on its performance in this labelling task. In order to perform the evaluation
a human expert first applied labels for one category (desserts or non-desserts)
to every recipe in the dataset. The dataset comprised of 867 recipes of which
141 were labelled as desserts, and 726 were labelled as non-desserts. This set of
labelled examples allowed us evaluate the accuracy of the labels created by the
labelling system. Before considering the accuracy of the system in this task it is
worth considering some of the details of the classifier used.
The similarity measure used to compare two recipes in the k-NN classifier
used at the heart of the labeller was based on a weighted combination of the
similarity between the ingredients used in the two recipes, and the similarity
between their titles. The similarity between two ingredients is measured using the
WordNet ontology [22]. The main food concept is parsed from the ingredient’s
textual description and matched to a valid concept in WordNet. The actual
measure used to compare ingredients (Jiang and Conrath’s path measure [23])
uses the shortest path length between the two concepts in the WordNet ontology
and the density of the concepts along this path. Further details of this can be
found in [4]. The title similarity measures the overlap similarity between the two
title strings of the recipes. The overlap similarity is defined as the ratio of the
number of same terms in both titles divided by the minimum number of terms
in both titles and the overlap similarity we used is implemented in jCOLIBRI2
[24]. In order to generate an overall similarity between two recipes, equal weights
of 0.5 for ingredient similarity and 0.5 for title similarity were used.
Fig. 2. F1 score comparison of active learner and random sampling
In order to perform the evaluation two experiments were conducted. In the
first an initial set of 20 examples were selected at random from the pool and
labelled by the expert. These were used as the initial case-base for the ALL
algorithm, described in section 3, which was allowed run to a label-budget of 400
labels that is much bigger than the needed label-budget (that is 80 as described
before) to achieve a comparable performance and give us a deeper insight into
the ALL system. After each labelling the accuracy of the labels applied to each
recipe was calculated, as was the F1 score [25]. Here the accuracy indicates the
proportion of correct labelling made over a whole dataset including the initial
case-base, and it measures the overall performance of the ALL system. The F1
score is defined as F1 = 2 × p × r/(p + r), the harmonic mean of precision p
and recall r. Precision is the ratio of correct labelling desserts (including the
initial case-base and the manual labelling) divided by the total number of the
system’s labelling that are labelled as desserts (including the initial case-base
and the manual labelling). Recall is defined to be the ratio of correct labelling
desserts (including the initial case-base and the manual labelling) by the system
divided by the total number of “true” desserts in the dataset. In order to act as
a comparison, a second experiment was run in which the examples to be labelled
by the human expert were selected at random rather than using the certainty
score. Again, this was allowed run to a total of 400 labels with accuracy and F1
score recorded after each labelling. For both of the experiments both the human
labelled examples and the autonomously labelled examples were included in
calculating accuracies and F1 scores. The F1 scores plotted against the number
Fig. 3. Accuracy comparison of active learner and random sampling
of human labels are shown in figure 2, while the accuracies are shown in figure
3.
As can be seen from figures 2 and 3 the ALL system out-performs the system
based on without replacement random sampling. In fact, after just 80 labels (ap-
proximately 10% of the examples beginning in the unlabelled pool) the accuracy
achieved by ALL has reached over 90%, with an associated F1 score approach-
ing 0.8. The 95% confidence interval for ALL for accuracy mean is [0.9312,
0.9486] while for random sampling is [0.8877, 0.9039]. The 95% confidence inter-
val for ALL for F1 score is [0.8492, 0.8774] while for random sampling is [0.7423,
0.7626]. And paired t-tests show that the improvement of ALL in both F1 score
and accuracy are statistically significant (p < 0.0001).
5 Conclusions & Future Work
This paper presented an approach to using active learning to label examples
in unlabelled datasets. The purpose for this is to allow the creation of labelled
datasets without the expense and time requirement imposed by complete manual
labelling. In our experiments we have shown that reasonably accurate labels
can be applied to a large dataset with a human labelling requirement of just
10% of the total number of examples. This would allow the creation of datasets
that would not otherwise be feasible in terms of cost and time requirements. In
particular we feel this is the case for textual datasets which are readily available,
but extremely time consuming to label.
We expect that there are a number of improvements that we could make
to this system, as presently it is based only on fairly simple active learning
techniques. The addition of more sophisticated selection of the initial case-base
(probably through clustering) and more interesting selection strategies should
allow higher labelling accuracies be achieved with smaller numbers of manual
labels. Also, the work described here has focussed on binary labelling of the
case-base, but we intend to extend this to multi-label situations in the near
future.
However, most importantly we believe that the ALL labelling system is just
the first step in a larger research agenda which will focus on dataset generation
as a whole [26]. The easy availability of so much textual data on the web makes
many classification tantalizingly possible if only datasets could be generated.
Ultimately this will have to answer difficult questions such as how much data
is enough, what kind of examples are required and how a dataset should be
maintained.
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